Gates On the Fly use case: Advance Manual ECO

Advance Manual ECO by Gates On the Fly
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Abstract
When automatic ECO doesn't give optimal results or an ECO can't be done in automatic mode, the
designer has to do the ECO manually. The critical thing in manual ECO is to find the ECO spots. This use
case shows how to use Gates On the Fly, GOF, to locate the ECO spots and fix the ECO in GUI mode and
script mode.

Preparation
GOF needs two netlists, one is Implementation Netlist which is post layout netlist from back end team
and the other one is Reference Netlist which is re-synthesized from modified or tuned-up RTL files. In this
use case, Reference Netlist is synthesized from tuned-up RTL which has some critical nets preserved. GOF
has GUI command and script API to find the corresponding nets in Implementation Netlist.
In Reference Netlist, net names "TailPtr_s_*" have to be preserved, so that GOF can find corresponding
equivalent nets in Implementation Netlist and inverts will be inserted to the nets in Implementation
Netlist.
There are several ways to preserve net names in synthesis: the nets can be put to output port list, or the
nets can be driven by manually instantiated buffers which have set_done_touch attribute in synthesis
constraints.

GUI mode
Command line to launch GOF in GUI mode with both Implementation and Reference Netlists.
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gof -lib lib0.lib -lib lib1.lib -ref reference_netlist.v -imp implementation_netlist.v
The first window is Netlist Viewer window. 'Top' is for Implementation Netlist and 'Top_ref' is for
Reference Netlist.

Figure 1 Netlist Viewer window

Configure the database
'Top' and 'Top_ref' may have different hierarchies when Reference Netlist is synthesized partially.
Set_mod2mod should be run to make the two netlist database have matching hierarchies.
set_mod2mod("tx_controller", "TENG_MAIN_tx_controller");

Find the equivalent nets in GUI
Select the net under investigation in Reference Netlist (Top_ref). Bring up schematic by click 'New
Schematic' icon or mouse right click to pop up command menu to select new schematic command.
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Figure 2 Bring up schematic with related net

Select the output pin driving the net, right click mouse button to select command 'List Logic Equivalent
Nets of '

Figure 3 List Logic Equivalent nets
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All matching nets in Implementation Netlist are listed in a pop window. You can click to select a net and
click mouse-right-button to select command to send the net/cell back to the schematic.

Figure 4 Equal nets list

Now two equivalent nets from Reference and Implementation are on the same schematic. Use mousemiddle-button to click on cell input/output pins to expand the schematic.

Figure 5 List equal nets on the schematic

Do some investigation by using command 'List Fanout Endpoints' to make sure the net has the same
fanout endpoints as the reference net.
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Figure 6 Analysis on the nets

ECO in GUI mode
Now, we can do the necessary ECO on the schematic, inserting an invert.
Select the nets, and click ECO button. Fill in the ECO setup information.

Figure 7 Enable ECO

Click 'Insert gates into connections' button.
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Figure 8 Insert invert to connections

Pick the right invert and inert the gate.

Figure 9 Invert is inserted on the schematic

Save ECO by clicking save ECO button when the ECO is done.
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ECO in script mode
After logic analysis by GUI mode as shown above, a script can be created to do the ECO in batch mode.
use strict;
my $map = {};
read_library("lib0.lib", "lib1.lib");
read_design("-ref", "reference_netlist.v");
read_design("-imp", "implementation_netlist.v");
# If reference and implementation netlists have different hierarchies
set_mod2mod("tx_controller", "TENG_MAIN_tx_controller");
set_top("TENG_MAIN_tx_controller");
my @nets = get_nets("TailPtr_3_*");
foreach my $net (@nets){
my @match_nets = get_match_nets($net);
foreach my $mnet (@match_nets){
my ($equalorinv, $the_net) = ($mnet =~ m/^(\w+)\:(.*)/);
change_net($the_net, "INV_X1M_A9TH50", "", "-");
}
}

Conclusion
Gates On the Fly integrates several ECO methodologies which makes possible to do very complicated ECO
cases.
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